The Hooton-Plan – Or How To Get Rid Of The White Race
In the years of 1940-1945
the Harvard anthropologist Earnest Hooton
published plans to exterminate the germans once and for all. He suggested to change the original population of Germany to supress and dominate the country forever. In
an article in the New Yorker “Peabody Magazine”
(01.04.1943) he published
his thoughts under the title: “Breed war strain out
of Germans”, in which he
suggested -ignoring the historical facts - that the germans are “war mongers”. He said, that it is
needed to reduce the numbers of newborn german children while at the same time lots of
immigrants have to ﬂood the country. This is exactly what is happening in Germany and in all
white countries in general right now. To suppress resistance against these evil plans, Hooton suggested
to do this change slowly. Hepublished the same plan in the newspaper New York Times (10.10.1943)
and on other occasions. This is a very eﬀective “genetic-biological weapon” of mass migration
which is used against all white people in all (former) white countries.
The goal of this strategy is to get rid of the intelligence of the white race to create an “easy to control”
mixed race. These plans are pointing in the same direction as the thoughts of the “founding father”
of the EU Graf Coudenhove-Kalergi. Kalergi wanted a mixed eurasian-negoid race in europe,
led by a jewish elite. Natural and healthy resistance against these racist and evil plans are getting
supressed by terms like “Racism, Xenophobia, Antisemitsm, Diversity” and so on. But the real racists are the people who want to annihilate the white race and destroy it. A less well known
fact is, that all these plans are inﬂuenced and wanted by leading jews. The mixed race would have
an IQ of approximately 90, which is good enought to work, but too stupid to understand,
what really is going on. Right now this the HOOTON-PLAN is active in all white countries. Get
active and resist the white genocide, before it is too late!
What you can do? Check out: stormfront.org, whitegenocideproject.com, hiddenlol.com, darkmoon.me and johndenugent.com. Stay anonymous, use (free): https://torproject.org

Read www.archive.org: “From Dictatorship to Democracy”
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